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San Francisco, CA-  Tickets are now on sale for We Players’ newest piece running 

April 18 through May 19, 2019. San Francisco’s Sunnyside Conservatory hidden, gem-like, in 

San Francisco’s  Glen Park/ Sunnyside neighborhood is the stage for We Players’ Spring premiere 

of Undiscovered Country- a neo-western love story derived from Shakespeare’s 

Hamlet. 

 

Re-imagining Classics  

Cowboy outlaws Jack and Horace rob stagecoaches by day and recite Shakespeare by night. Jack is 

obsessed with cracking Hamlet’s nutshell, and Horace will play any part to satisfy his eccentric 

leader. But Jack finds a new Shakespearean confidant in Aurelia, a rich widow with Jack’s passion 

for the Bard. As the three lonely westerners sink into an unlikely love triangle, Jack sees a Ghost. Is 

it real? Or is it Jack’s madness that tempts him into the Undiscovered Country?  

 

In a process of adaptation and recreation that we’ve developed and honed in our work on Mother 

Lear, Undiscovered Country uses Shakespeare’s incomparable language to uncover a brand new 

narrative. Analogous to but not synonymous with the originals, these characters grapple with many 

of the same demons but are living their own, distinct stories.  

 

About our Cast 

Hunter Scott MacNair, Ava Roy, and Chris Steele form the dynamic triad in our newest 

production. As Jack, MacNair returns after making his debut with We as Cassius in our Fall 2018 

production of Caesar Maximus. Their role as Horace marks Steele’s fourth with the company, 

previous credits being Benvolio in Romeo and Juliet, half of the Puck duo in Midsummer of Love, 
and Casca in Caesar Maximus. Artistic Director Roy happily returns to the stage after focusing her 

energies on adapting and directing the Caesar suite in 2018. 
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About the Place 

Those familiar with our work may be surprised to learn that the entirety of the performance takes 

place indoors, though anyone who’s visited knows the transportive power of  the beautifully 

renovated octagonal redwood Sunnyside Conservatory. This wagon-wheel of a stage, with its 

bentwood truss arches and exposed copper, evokes thoughts of mining towns and train travel, 

campfires and cowboys. One of San Francisco’s hidden gems, the building was originally 

constructed in 1898 and won landmark status in 1975. Though the property passed through many 

pairs of hands and eventually fell into disrepair, the exotic cloud and rain forest plants surrounded 

by grand palms that the landscape boasts are proof of the impeccable care the building enjoys 

today.  

 

ABOUT WE PLAYERS 

We Players was recently recognized by Backstage.com as one of seven companies around the globe 

producing groundbreaking immersive theatre. We Players was featured in American Theatre 

Magazine’s cover story on immersive theatre and was honored by San Francisco Magazine with the 

“Best of the Bay” pick for their unique site-specific performance work noting, “We Players didn’t 

just break the fourth wall, it toppled the whole playhouse.” We Players has received several “Best of 

Bay” awards from the SF Weekly, including this mention in their 2015 award, “We Players actors 

have the ability to draw power out of their surroundings, channeling it into spectacular, immersive 

experiences for audience members unlike anything you’ll see on Broadway.” 

 

We Players creates site-integrated performances that transform public spaces into realms of 

participatory theatre in an effort to engage with history and the environment, build community, 

and activate personal relationships with place. Our work inspires, awakens the senses, and 

connects people with each other and the landscape. We Players is a Bay Area arts non-profit 

founded in 2000 at Stanford University by Ava Roy. For more information about We Players, 

please visit www.weplayers.org. 
 

 

Calendar Listing Information 

Location: Sunnyside Conservatory- 236 Monterey Blvd, San Francisco, CA 94131 

Dates: April 18-May 19, 2019 

Times: Thursday- Saturday at 7:30, Sunday at 4:30 

Tickets: $30-$65 

Tickets available at: www.weplayers.org 
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Information, group sales, and educational opportunities contact:  

Britt Lauer: britt@weplayers.org 

 

 

 

 
 


